We study the position of Automath systems within the framework of the Pure Type Systems as discussed in 3].
1 Introduction
The Automath project was started in 1967 at Eindhoven University of Technology, by N.G. de Bruijn. Though Automath heavily depends on logic and type theory, the reasons for its development are not to be found in these subjects, but in mathematics. Already for some years, de Bruijn had been wondering what a proof of a theorem in mathematics should be like, and how the correctness of a proof should be checked. The development of computers in the 60s made him wonder whether a machine could check the proof of a mathematical theorem, provided the proof was written in a very accurate way. De Bruijn developed the language Automath for this purpose. This language is not only (according to de Bruijn in 7] ) \a language which we claim to be suitable for expressing very large parts of mathematics, in such a way that the correctness of the mathematical contents is guaranteed as long as the rules of grammar are obeyed" but also \very close to the way mathematicians have always been writing".
The appearance of types in Automath nds its roots in de Bruijn's contacts with Heyting, who made de Bruijn familiar with the intuitionistic interpretation of the logical connectives (see 24] , 18]). The interpretation of the proof of an implication A ! B as an algorithm to transform any proof of A in a proof of B, so in fact a function from proofs of A to proofs of B, gave rise to interpret a proposition as a class (a type) of proofs. De Bruijn, who was not in uenced by developments in -calculus or type theory when he started his work on Automath, discovered this notion of \proofs as objects", better known as \propositions as types", independently from Curry 12] and Howard 20] .
As Automath was developed quite independently from other developments in the world of type theory and -calculus, there are many things to explain in the relation between the various Automath languages and other type theories.
Type theory was originally invented by Bertrand Russell to exclude the paradoxes that arose from Frege's \Begri schrift " 14] . It was presented in 1910 in the famous \Principia Mathematica" 31], and simpli ed by Ramsey 28] and by Hilbert and Ackermann 19] . In 1940, Church combined his theory of functions, the -calculus ( 9, 10] ) with the simpli ed type theory, resulting in the so-called \Simple Theory of Types" 11] . This system has served as a basis for the many systems that have been developed since then. In 1989, Terlouw 30] presented, as an extension of Barendregt's work 3], a general framework for type systems, which is at the basis of the so-called Pure Type Systems (PTSs; see 16] , 3], 15]). The theory of PTSs nowadays plays a central role in type theory and typed -calculus. This paper will focus on the relation of Automath to PTSs. Both 3] and 15] mention this relation in a few lines, but as far as we know a satisfactory explanation of the relation between Automath and PTSs is not available. Moreover, both works consider Automath without one of its most important mechanisms: The de nition system. Even the system Pal, which roughly consists of the de nition system of Automath only, is able to express some simple mathematical reasoning (see for instance Section 5 of 7] ). According to de Bruijn 8] this is \due to the fact that mathematicians worked with abbreviations all the time already".
Also, recent developments on the use of de nitions in Pure Type Systems by Bloo, Kamareddine and Nederpelt 6, 21] and Severi and Poll 29] justify renewed research on the relation between Automath and PTSs. In Section 2 we give a short overview of Pure Type Systems. In Section 3 we give a description of In Section 4 we discuss how we can transform Aut-68 into a PTS. We must notice that has some properties that are not usual for PTSs: has -reduction; has -application and -reduction; Aut-68 has a de nition system.
In systems with -application, a term x:A:B can be applied to a term N (of type A). This results in ( For reasons of clarity, we only treat the system Aut-68 without -reduction, -application and -reduction in this paper. In Section 5, we present a system 68 that is (almost) a PTS. We show that it has the usual properties of PTSs and we prove that 68 is to Aut-68 without -reduction, -application and -reduction. In Section 6 we compare the de nition system of Aut-68 with several other, more modern, type systems with de nitions.
Pure Type Systems
Pure Type Systems (PTSs) were introduced (in a somewhat di erent way than presented below) by Terlouw 30] in 1989 and were also implicitly present in the work of Berardi 5] . Many type systems can be described as a PTS and this makes PTSs a central notion in type theory. Below we repeat the de nition of PTS as presented in 3], In 3], one can also nd the basic properties of PTSs, and some examples. We assume that we have an in nite set C of constants, and an in nite set Vof variables.
De nition 2.1 (Pure Type Systems) Let S C (the set of sorts), A a set of axioms of the form c : s, where c 2 C and s 2 S, and R a set of rules of the form (s 1 ; s 2 ; s 3 ) with s 1 ; s 2 ; s 3 2 S. The PTS determined by (S; A; R) is induced as follows:
The set of terms Tis de ned by During the Automath-project, several Automath-languages have been developed. They all have two mechanisms for describing mathematics. One of them is a typed -calculus, with the important features of -abstraction, -application and -reduction. The other mechanism is the use of de nitions. The de nition mechanism is the same for most Automath-systems, and the di erence between the various systems is mainly caused by di erent -calculi that are included in them. In this section we will describe the system Aut-68 which not only is one of the rst Automath-systems, but also a system with a relatively simple typed -calculus, which makes it easier to focus on the (less known) de nition mechanism. Aut-68 has also some other characteristics that are not present in many type systems: -reduction, -application and -reduction. In order to keep the attention focussed on the de nition system without being diverted by these other characteristics, we will look at Aut-68 without -reduction, -application and -reduction. A more extensive description of Aut-68, on which our description below is based, can be found in 4]. The search for a suitable 68 will concentrate on three points, which we rst discuss informally. In the next section we give a formal de nition of 68, and prove that it has the property we described above.
4a The choice of the correct formation ( ) rules
The de nition of correct expressions 3.8 gives, when we keep in mind that type , a clear answer on the question of which -rules are implied by the abstraction mechanism of First of all, the presence of both ( ; ; ) and ( ; ; 4) in the system stresses the fact that Aut-68 has two type mechanisms: one provided by the de nition system and one by the abstraction mechanism. Secondly, there are technical arguments to make a distinction between types formed by the abstraction mechanism and types that appear via the de nition mechanism. In this paper, we will denote product types constructed by the abstraction mechanism in the usual way (so:
x:A:B), whilst we will use the notation x:A:B for a type constructed by the de nition mechanism. Hence, we have for the constant b above that b :
There is another reason to make a distinction between types formed by the abstraction mechanism and types that appear in the translation via the de nition mechanism. For the moment, we consider Aut-68 without so-called -application. In Aut-68 with -application, however, the application rule of De nition 3. 
Unfolding the de nition of b in a term b 1 n and applying -reduction n times results in 1 x 1 := 1 ] x n := n ]. This procedure corresponds exactly to the -reduction of b( 1 ; : : :; n ) to 1 x 1 ; : : :; x n := 1 ; : : :; n ] in Aut-68 3 . This method, however, has some disadvantages.
Look again at a line (x 1 : 1 ; : : :; x n : n ; b; 1 ; 2 ) in some book, and at a term B b 1 m in 68 for some m < n. B has no equivalent in Aut-68: Only after B has been applied to suitable terms m+1 ; : : :; n the term B m+1 n has b( 1 ; : : :; n ) as its equivalent in Aut-68. B must not be seen as a term of Automath, but only as an intermediate result that is necessary to construct the equivalent of the term b( 1 ; : : :; n ). B is recognizable as an intermediate result via its type N n i=m+1 x i : i : 2 , which has sort 4 (instead of or 2). The method above allows to unfold the de nition of b already in B, but it is more in line with Aut-68 to make such unfolding not possible before all n arguments 1 ; : : :; n have been applied to b, and the construction of the equivalent of b( 1 ; : : :; n ) has been completed. Therefore we choose a di erent translation. The line (x 1 : 1 ; : : :; x n : n ; b; 1 ; 2 ), where 1 2 E 68 , will be translated by putting b:
x i : i : 2 in the left part of the translated context , and a reduction rule bX 1 X n ! 1 x 1 ; : : :; x n :=X 1 ; : : :; X n ] is added for all pseudoterms X 1 ; : : :; X n . Note that we make an \abuse of language" in the pseudode nition b:= 1 : b is not an abbreviation of 1 . However, bx 1 x n can be seen as an abbreviation of 1 De nition 5.1 ( 68) 1. The pseudoterms of 68 form a set T de ned by T ::= V j C j S j T T j V:T :T j V:T :T j V:T :T where S is the set of sorts f ; 2; 4g.
We also de ne the sets of free variables fv(T ) and (\free") 4 constants fc(T ) of a term T in the straightforward way. Observe that a semicolon is used as the separation mark between the two parts of the context, and that a comma is used to separate the di erent expressions within each of these parts. `bX 1 X n ! T x 1 ; : : :; x n :=X 1 ; : : :; X n ] for all X 1 ; : : :X n 2 T . We also have the usual compatibility rules on -reduction. We use notations like ! ! ; ! ! + ; = as usual. When there is no confusion about which is considered, we simply write bX 1 X n ! T x 1 ; : : :; x n :=X 1 ; : : :; X n ]:
4. We use the usual notion of -reduction. 4 Of course, to call a constant \free" is a bit peculiar, since there are no bound constants 5 moreover, when introducing a variable x with a Primcons-or Defcons-rule, we assume x 2 C; when introducing x via a Variable-rule, we assume x 2 V.
Many basic properties for Pure Type Systems also hold for 68. Due to the split of contexts and the di erent treatment of constants and variables, these properties are on some points a little bit di erently formulated than in, for instance, 3] (where these properties are formulated for standard PTSs). We only treat the case bM 1 
As in the de nition of (bM 1 
We repeatedly apply the Generation Lemma, starting with (1), thus obtaining K n ; K n?1 ; : : :; K 1 , K 0 n ; K 0 n?1 ; : : :; K 1 , L n ; L n?1 ; : : :; L 1 such that ; ?`bM 1 
so by the 1 
By induction, we also have j ; ?j`jTj : jBj , so (write ? x 1 :A 1 ; : : :; x n :A n ): j j; x 1 : jA 1 j ; : : :; x n : jA n j `jTj : jBj (13) and by repeatedly applying the -rule on (13) and using the fact that, by the Induction Hypothesis, the types Q n j=i x j :jA j j : jBj are all typable, we nd: j ; j` i = 1 n x i :jA i j : jTj : Q n i=1 x i : jA i j : jBj (14) Notice that By the induction hypothesis, we have j ; ?j`jMj : x:jAj : jBj and j ; ?j`jNj : jAj . We conclude that 68 and Aut-68 coincide as much as possible, and that the terms in 68 that do not have an equivalent in Aut-68 can be traced easily (these are the terms of type 4 and the terms of a type M : 4, and the sorts 2 and 4, which are needed to give a type to and to the -types). Notice that the alternative de nition of -reduction in 68, discussed at the end of Subsection 4c, would introduce more terms in 68 without an equivalent in Aut-68, namely terms of the form x 1 :A 1 : x n : A n :B.
6 Related Works where we see that both B and N ?:B need to be of a certain sort (and B must be of sort or 2). The start rules for de nitions in DPTSs and in 68 di er in another point, too, namely the type of de niens and de niendum. In DPTSs they have the same type (in the notation of the previous paragraph: B), while in 68 the de niens T has type B and the de niendum x has type N ? 2 :B. This topic has already been discussed when we introduced the de nition mechanism of 68 in Section 4c. D-reduction di ers from -reduction, also when only global de nitions are taken into ac- new free variables in the term. In Automath, all free variables in the de niens must be added as parameters to the de niendum. In 68 this is visible in the Start and Weakening rules for de ned constants: the right hand side ? of the context ; ? that is used to type the de niens T in these rules, serves as list of parameters in the de niendum. When an Automath-de nition is unfolded, the free variables occurring in the de niens are replaced by the parameters. We see that the de nition of y in 68 in the example above is more general than in the corresponding DPTS situation. In the DPTS-example, y D-reduces to one, xed term x. In the 68 version, yM is de ned for any (typable) term M. To do something similar in DPTSs, one needs to de ne y as : : . In particular, one needs to type the term : : , which involves the use of rule (2; 2), so the use of a higher type system. One could say that Automath and 68 use an implicit -abstraction where DPTSs need an explicitabstraction. On this point, Automath and 68 are more exible than DPTSs. The system 68 is actually much closer to Aut-68 than 68 as Aut-68 has -conversion as well.
In the rest of this paper we only did not focus on -conversion in order not to lose the view on what is going on in the de nition system of Automath. 21] starts with PTSs extended with -reduction, but without de nitions (see 22]). This system (which we will call for the moment) does not have the Subject Reduction property. For instance, one can derive : ; x: `( y: :y)x : ( y: : )x but it is not possible to derive : ; x: `x : ( y: : )x:
Adding a de nition mechanism results in a system that we will call d and is the main point of interest in 21]. As a sort of \side e ect" of adding this de nition mechanism, d has Subject Reduction.
In 68 we do not have Subject Reduction: It is not hard to derive ; : ; x: `( y: :y)x : ( y: : )x in 68. Nevertheless, we can not derive ; : ; x: `x : ( y: : )x (in such a derivation, no de nitions can occur: de nitions, once they have been introduced, can not be removed from the left part of the context any more. When we are not allowed to use any de nition rules, 68 has not more rules than the system of Bloo, Kamareddine and Nederpelt). The \restauration" of Subject Reduction in d is only due to the special way in which de nitions are introduced and removed from the context. We do not go into details on this; the interested reader can consult 21]. Another main di erence between 68 and d has already appeared in Section 6a: In 68 there is a di erent correspondence between the types of de niendum and de niens as in d.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we described the most basic Automath-system, Aut-68, in a PTS style. Though such descriptions have been given before in, for example, 3] and 15], we feel that our description is more accurate than the two ones cited above. Moreover, our description pays attention to the de nition system, which is a crucial item in Automath, and the descriptions above don't. 68, the main topic of this paper, doesn't include -conversion (while Automath does). However, it is very easy to adapt 68 to include -conversion (this was done in Section 6b to compare our system to the system in 21]). The adaption of 68 to a system QE, representing the Automath-system Aut-QE isn't hard, either: It requires adaption of the -formation rule to include not only the rule ( ; ; ) but also ( ; 2; 2) and introduction of an additional reduction rule (so-called \type inclusion") x:A: ! QE x:A: ! QE For more details on this rule, see 13] . Of course, the properties of 68 presented in Section 5 have to be reviewed for these new systems. When comparing 68 to other type systems with de nitions, we nd an important di erence. In 68, the correspondence between types of de niendum and de niens di ers from the similar correspondence in the systems in 29] and 21]. The reason why 68 di ers from other theories on this point has been discussed in Section 4c: the de nition system in Automath allows parameters to occur in the de niens, and there is no parameter mechanism in PTSs. We are currently investigating the possibility of extending PTSs with such parametric de nitions. This is not only interesting with respect to Automath, but also with respect to implementations of some type systems (like Coq and HOL), which also have a parameter mechanism.
